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Xaar 1003 printhead
dramatically
improves
production
output at Oscar
Ceramics,
Italy
Business owners of Oscar for Porcelain and
Ceramic Production Srl (Oscar Ceramics), based
in Sassuolo, Italy, took over this Italian tile
manufacturer in 2015.
A key focus for the business since the ownership
change has been on production efficiency, with a
tight control of production costs and quality.

Production efficiency
has been a major
focus for us.
Enrico Ascari
Director, Oscar Ceramics
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“Production efficiency has been a major focus for us”, says Enrico
Ascari, Director at Oscar. “It’s important for us to control the costs,
quality and quantity of the tiles we produce”.
The Xaar 1003 printhead, which the tile manufacturer adopted
for digital ceramic tile decoration in February 2016, has played
an important part in the company’s efficiency drive by helping to
dramatically improve production uptime and throughput, whilst
delivering a high quality print onto their tiles.
Andrea Porta, Chief Designer at Oscar Ceramics, whose
wide-ranging role involves creating tile designs as well as running
the production line, has been delighted with the results after moving
to the Xaar 1003. “There are two principal challenges that I have to
fight every day”, he says. “One challenge is to be more flexible with
production because the batch sizes are getting smaller.
Another challenge is to produce the best print quality possible,
as quickly as possible and without downtime, loss of production or
loss of my own time. With this new printhead I have dramatically
decreased machine downtime as printhead maintenance is required
only once or twice in every 24 hours. This means I can increase
production significantly”. Andrea also says that since he usually
handles printhead cleaning whilst the operators stop production to
clean the glazing line, there is no additional loss of production due
to printhead maintenance.

As Chief Designer at Oscar Ceramics, Andrea is also focused on
producing the very best print quality. “As a designer I spend a lot
of time researching and developing new designs. With this new
printhead, all my work is printed well. We have hundreds of designs,
hundreds of products, hundreds of images in production. All my
pictures, all my designs, all my work is safe with the Xaar 1003”.
As an added bonus, Oscar Ceramics found that when they moved
from using the Xaar 1002 to the Xaar 1003 printheads, the integration
couldn’t have been easier since the printheads are backward
compatible with the Xaar 1002. “All we had to do was change the
printhead and push start on the printer; there were no problems”,
says Andrea Porta.
The benchmark for single-pass print quality
The Xaar 1003 is the benchmark against which all other single-pass
printheads are compared. With its all-round superior performance,
this printhead builds on the market-leading Xaar 1002 and its
predecessor, the original and groundbreaking Xaar 1001.
The Xaar 1003 printhead family introduces an important new feature
– the XaarGuard™ – which provides the ultimate in nozzle plate
protection, and coupled with other design innovations, achieves the
longest maintenance-free production runs in the industry*.
In addition, the new Xaar 1003 provides a step forward in consistent
print quality across the wide print widths used in many single-pass
applications, due to Xaar’s new Micro Electric Mechanical Systems
(MEMS) manufacturing process.
Xaar’s flagship piezoelectric drop-on-demand printhead is trusted
by manufacturers for use in a wide range of applications such as
ceramic tile decoration, label, direct-to-shape and other packaging
printing, the production of wood laminates, glass printing and many
other manufacturing processes.

All my pictures, all
my designs, all my
work is safe with the
Xaar 1003.

Like its predecessors, the Xaar 1003 delivers high productivity and
versatility. It is available in three drop sizes and incorporates Xaar’s
unbeaten combination of TF Technology® and Hybrid Side-Shooter®
architecture for use in horizontal and vertical (skyscraper)
jetting modes.
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*Depending on fluid type and application
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